ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION AND SUDDEN UNEXPECTED DEATH IN EPILEPSY

Experimental approach
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Abstract – Using the pilocarpine model of epilepsy, we investigated the effects of alcohol consumption on the frequency of seizures in animals with epilepsy as well the underlying a possible association between alcohol intake and sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP) occurrence. Rats were divided randomly into two groups: (A) rats with epilepsy and (B) rats with epilepsy that received a daily dose of ethanol solution (350 mg kg–1, i.p.) for 30 days. The basal frequency of seizures observed in the A and B groups during the first 30 days were 3.4±1.5 and 3.2±1.9 seizures per week per animal, respectively. In B group, it was observed a significant seizure increase (11.6±5.3) during the first 2 weeks of alcohol administration and quite interesting, one rat died suddenly after a generalized tonic-clonic seizure during this period. We concluded in our experimental study that exist a possible association between alcohol abuse and SUDEP occurrence.
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Consumo de álcool e morte súbita em epilepsia: uma abordagem experimental

Resumo – Utilizando o modelo de epilepsia induzido pela pilocarpina, investigamos os efeitos do consumo de álcool sobre a frequência de crises epilépticas em animais com epilepsia, como também uma possível associação entre a ingestão de álcool e ocorrência de morte súbita e inesperada nas epilepsias (SUDEP). Os animais foram randomicamente divididos em dois grupos: (A) ratos com epilepsia e (B) ratos com epilepsy que receberam uma dose diária de etanol (350 mg kg–1, i.p.) por 30 dias consecutivos. A frequência basal de crises epilépticas observadas nos grupos A e B durante os primeiros 30 dias foram de 3.4±1.5 e 3.2±1.9 crises por semana/animal, respectivamente. No grupo B, ocorreu aumento significativo na frequência de crises (11.6±5.3) durante as duas primeiras semanas de administração do álcool e de forma interessante, um animal morreu subitamente após uma crise generalizada tônico-clônica durante esse período. Concluímos em nossa abordagem experimental que existe uma possível associação entre o consumo de álcool e a ocorrência de SUDEP.
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Epilepsy is one of the most prevalent neurological conditions1 and people with epilepsy are more likely to die prematurely than those without epilepsy, and the most common epilepsy-related category of death is sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP)1,2. The cause of SUDEP is still unknown; however, the most commonly suggested mechanisms are cardiac abnormalities during and between seizures2,3. Additionally, a number of associated factors for SUDEP have been reported but the results are not wholly consistent between studies. These include refractoriness of the epilepsy, presence of generalized tonic-clonic seizures, polytherapy with antiepileptic...
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METHOD

Adult male Wistar rats (n=20, 220–280 g) were housed under standard controlled conditions (7:00 a.m.–7:00 p.m. light/dark cycle; 20–22°C; 45–55% humidity) with food and water ad libitum. Rats were divided randomly into two groups: (A) rats with epilepsy (n=10), (B) rats with epilepsy that received a daily dose of alcohol solution via an oesophageal probe for 30 days (n=10). To do so, we used the pilocarpine model of epilepsy. To our knowledge, there is no data describing with precision a possible relationship between alcohol intake and SUDEP events. As epilepsy and alcoholism are chronic diseases highly prevalent in the Brazilian population.

We evaluated in the present study the effects of alcohol consumption on the frequency of seizures in animals with epilepsy as well the underlying a possible association between alcohol intake and SUDEP occurrence.

Figure. Frequency of spontaneous recurrent seizures (SRSs) during basal and alcohol administration periods. [A] rats with epilepsy and [B] rats with epilepsy with alcohol intake. Data are expressed as mean ± SD. Different from control group for *p<0.05 (ANOVA test).

RESULTS

Pilocarpine treatment sequentially induced the following behavioral changes: akinsia, facial automatisms, and limbic seizures consisting of forelimb clonus with rearing, salivation, and masticatory jaw movements and falling. This type of behavior built-up progressively into motor limbic seizures that occurred repeatedly and rapidly developed into status epilepticus. After SE, animals were comatose or unresponsive to their environment and akinetic. Behavior returned to normal over a 3- to 5-day period. Spontaneous Recurrent Seizures (SRSs) in rats with epilepsy observed during the chronic period of the pilocarpine model of epilepsy were characterized by facial automatisms, forelimb clonus, rearing, loss of postural control and generalized clonic seizures lasting 40–60 s.

The basal frequency of seizures observed in the A and B groups during the first 30 days were 3.4±1.5 and 3.2±1.9 seizures per week per animal, respectively. In B group, it was observed a significant seizure increase to 11.6±5.3 during the first 2 weeks of alcohol administration (p<0.05). Moreover, during the last 2 weeks of alcohol administration, the number of SRSs returned to the previous basal level 3.4±1.2 (Figure). During the experimental procedure, animals from A group maintained the seizure frequency near the basal values related above (3.2±1.1 for the first 2 weeks and 3.6±1.3 for the last 2 weeks). Quite interesting, one rat (group B) died suddenly after a generalized tonic-clonic seizure during the second week of alcohol consumption.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, there are no experimental studies in literature describing a possible relationship between alcohol intake and SUDEP. The mainly data described here was the occurrence of SUDEP during alcohol consumption in rats with epilepsy. Furthermore, the present study also
confirmed previous studies showing a significant increase of SRSs during alcohol administration. Exact knowledge regarding the association of alcohol abuse and SUDEP is lacking. Following this reasoning, a number of hypotheses could be put forward to explain our findings.

Firstly, our data demonstrated that the alcohol administration induces behavioral (increased frequency of seizures) changes during the chronic period of pilocarpine model of epilepsy and this fact could be direct related with the SUDEP event occurred in our study. As we know, SUDEP is responsible for 7.5% to 17% of all deaths in epilepsy and has an incidence among adults between 1/500 and 1/1,000. Of the many risk factors suggested for SUDEP, higher frequency of seizures is the mainly consistent issue. Accordingly, among the rarely witnessed cases of SUDEP, the majority of patients proved to suffer a partial or generalized seizure immediately prior to death, suggesting a seizure-related cardiac or respiratory dysfunction. In an elegant largest case-control study, Nilsson and colleagues demonstrated that seizure frequency is a strongest risk factor for SUDEP. In their study, fifty seven SUDEP cases were included, of whom 91% had undergone necropsy. The relative risk of SUDEP increased with number of seizures per year and the estimated relative risk was 10.16 (95% CI 2.94-35.18) in patients with more than 50 seizures per year, compared with those with up to two seizures per year. In this sense, as in our study a significant clustering of seizures was related during alcohol intake period, it seems to be clear a possible association between alcohol, seizure frequency and SUDEP.

A second argument in favor of SUDEP in the case reported here includes a possible cardiac arrhythmia precipitated by increased seizure frequency mediated by alcohol consumption. In this sense, it has been demonstrated an increase of mean heart rate and arrhythmias after heavy drinking, suggesting an exaggerated sympathetic reaction in these events. Similarly, cardiac arrhythmia precipitated by seizure discharge acting via the autonomic nervous system has been postulated as a cause of SUDEP. This may include stress related release of catecholamines from the adrenal medulla predisposing to cardiac arrhythmias changes in the autonomic control of the heart. Third, the increased frequency of seizures mediated by alcohol administration described in our study could also be related with synaptic integration and plasticity of new neurons in the hippocampal formation. In 2002, Pawlik and colleagues demonstrated that 14 days of ethanol administration caused 2-fold increase in the number of proliferating cells in subgranular zone of dentate gyrus, suggesting that long-term ethanol intoxication causes damage to hippocampal subfields, but not to DG which can be counterbalanced by ongoing neurogenesis. Concerning epilepsy, an increased neurogenesis is also reported in several experimental models and in human adult epileptic tissue obtained after hippocampectomy. Quite interesting, as news hilar-ectopic dentate granule cells are migrate aberrantly, abnormally integrated and hyper-excitible, contributing with this to seizure development or progression of recurrent seizures and seizure severity and frequency are the most important risk factors for SUDEP, it is plausible to believe that this “reverberant endogenous mechanism” could influence negatively the cardiovascular system of the patient with epilepsy leading to cardiac abnormalities and hence SUDEP.

Last, from twenty animals with epilepsy evaluated in our study, just one developed SUDEP and probably associated with alcohol intake. In these lines, we believe and are totally in agreement with Nashef and colleagues hypothesis that exist a genetic susceptibility to epilepsy and sudden cardiac death. In their elegant paper, the authors concluded that although, at present, bridging evidence between cardiac inherited gene determinants and SUDEP is lacking, the possibility of a coexisting “mild” susceptibility to sudden cardiac death, be it independent of or related to the epilepsy, which becomes symptomatic in the presence of uncontrolled seizures.

In sum, although recent epidemiological studies have been helpful in identifying the patient at risk and have thus provided clues as to the mechanisms behind SUDEP, there is no single risk factor common to all cases, which suggests that alcohol abuse may have an interesting role in this scenario. Finally, further experimental and clinical studies are needed to gain a better understanding of the role of alcohol consumption as a potential risk factor to SUDEP, but in the mean time caution with occurrence of SUDEP continuous to be prudent and necessary.
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